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About This Game

Inspired by Aztec legend, this action/rpg side-scroller will casts you into the middle of a war between the Gods and Mankind. As
Huitzilo, heir of the Sun God, skilled i 5d3b920ae0
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Aztaka boldly combines classic side-scrolling mechanics with basic rpg features like questing, loot, and action oriented combat.
The graphics are very stylized so it wont lose appeal over time. Unlike other side-scrollers that use puzzles to wall off
progression. Aztaka uses a very in-depth and intertwining quest system to guide you through the game. This game also includes a
gear check, so if you happen to rush ahead without getting proper gear you will get stomped by the natives of Aztaka. Aztakas
combat system and stupidly difficult jump puzzles may act as a deterrent for some gamers, but if you stick with it, the game
rewards you with a decent storyline and epic boss fights.. From the screenshots you would expect Aztaka to be platformer with
some rpg elements, but it is more a sidescrolling action rpg with some platforming. So I was really surprised when the game
didn't support a controller. I really dislike the controls. They are clunky and you need to jump with the W of WASD. The game
just isn't fun to play. It's too bad because the game looks great.. A lovely Sidescrolling Action game with Rpg elements in the
Aztec culture. A walkthrough of roughly 10 hours It offers a story around the character of Huitzilopochtli + Simple (sometimes
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it is better) + Great Music + Beautiful Artwork + Nice consept of fighting, combining magic and spear - Some bugs might spoil
sidequests - The game crashes every two hours so save often (might be windows 8) So overall it is a pleasant game.. I would first
like to say this game was amazing I had alot of fun with it. I beat the game to almost the end where I ran into a major glitch in
which I could not recieve the last phonogram like needed. I beat the final boss picked up the second to last phonogram and it
glitched out and permantly says I only got 5. I think the issue stemmed from the butterflies during the final boss glitched and
continously come out to no end. The music is great the platforming is challenging. Heck even the combat is pretty difficult and
it makes for a great game and adventure but until this glitch is fixed or patched the score will be a 4/10 just because I can't beat
the game that I beat. Once it gets patched the game is great fun and well worth the money.. I liked it, wasn't the best but you are
not getting many 2D mesoamerican games these days so might as well buy it. The game had some graphical issues and crashes,
it started to crash so heavily towards the end that the game doesn't even run anymore. Nonethless it was fun while it lasted, and
for less than a dollar it exceeded my expectatives by a lot.. Really fun platformer with some interesting mechanics.. I didn't
expect much from this game but it's a welcome suprise!. To be honest, I bought this for 8 cents, and I have barely played it
(almost all of the 5.7 hours played have been idle). For 8 cents, that was the greatest idle I could ask for. 10/10 IGN.
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